No. 34. "Behold, God the Lord."
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Lord pass-ed by. And a migh-ty wind rent the mountains a-round,

brake in pie-ces the
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rocks, brake them before the Lord, brake them before the Lord; and a mighty wind

rocks, brake them before the Lord, brake them before the Lord; and a mighty wind

brake in pieces the rocks, brake them before the Lord, brake them before the Lord; and a mighty wind

brake in pieces the rocks, brake them before the Lord, brake them before the Lord; and a mighty wind

rent the mountains around, brake in pieces the rocks, brake them before the Lord, brake them before the Lord

rent the mountains around, brake in pieces the rocks, brake them before the Lord, brake them before the Lord

wind rent the mountains around, brake in pieces the rocks, brake them before the Lord, brake them before the Lord

wind rent the mountains around, brake in pieces the rocks, brake them before the Lord, brake them before the Lord

cre...
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S: Lord. pp

A: Lord. pp

T: brake them before the Lord. pp

B: brake them before the Lord. pp

Pno.: pp

Lord. But yet the Lord was not in the tempest.

But yet the Lord was not in the tempest.

But yet the Lord was not in the tempest.

But yet the Lord was not in the tempest.

Lord was not in the tempest.

Lord was not in the tempest.

Lord was not in the tempest.

Lord was not in the tempest.

Lord was not in the tempest.
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S pp And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

A pp Lord passed by! And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

T pp And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

B pp And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

Pno. pp f And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

50 S And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

A And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

T And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

B And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken

Pno. dim. And the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken, and the sea was up-heaved, and the earth was shaken
and the sea was upheaved, and the earth was shaken the earth was shaken was

and the sea was upheaved and the earth was shaken the earth was shaken was

shaken and the sea was upheaved, and the earth was shaken the earth was shaken

earth was shaken and the sea was upheaved and the earth was shaken

But yet the Lord was not in the earth

But yet the Lord was not in the earth

was shaken But yet the Lord was not in the earth

was shaken But yet the Lord was not in the earth
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And after the earthquake there came a fire, the sea was up heaved, the earth was...
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shaken, and after the earthquake there came a fire, and after the earthquake there came a fire, and after the earthquake there came a fire, and after the earthquake there came a fire.

shaken, and after the earthquake there came a fire, and after the earthquake there came a fire, and after the earthquake there came a fire, and after the earthquake there came a fire.

came a fire. But yet the Lord was not. But yet the Lord was not. But yet the Lord was not. But yet the Lord was not. But yet the Lord was not.

came a fire. But yet the Lord was not. But yet the Lord was not. But yet the Lord was not. But yet the Lord was not. But yet the Lord was not.
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Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire,

Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire,

Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire,

Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire.

Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire.

Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire,

Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire,

Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire,

Lord was not in the fire, But yet the Lord was not in the fire,
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And after the fire there came a still...
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pp And in that still voice, onward came the Lord.
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Lord, onward came the Lord.

And in that still voice came the Lord.

And in that Lord, onward came the Lord.

And
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Lord, onward came the Lord, onward

still voice onward came the Lord, onward

ward came onward came the Lord, onward

in that still voice came the Lord, onward

Lord, in that still voice came the Lord, onward

And in that still voice, Lord, onward,

came the Lord, pp And in that still voice,

came the Lord, pp And in that still voice,

onward came the Lord, pp And in that still voice,
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S

on-ward came the Lord, on-ward on-cresc.

A

on-ward came the Lord, And in that still voice, on-cresc.

T

came the Lord on-cresc.

B

on-ward came the Lord, on-cresc.

Pno.

pp on-ward came the

---

S

- - - - ward, pp on-ward came the

A

- - - - ward, pp on-ward came the

T

- - - - ward, pp on-ward came the

B

---

Pno.

pp on-ward came the

---
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